LOW EMF DEVICES
RadiaFence™
Create A Radiation Shadow Where You Need It
So what do you do when
you need a wireless
radiation emitting device
but you want to limit the exposure to the people? Perhaps you use a
wireless baby monitor, have a cordless phone base station, or
you sleep with your cell phone on your nightstand. Maybe there is
a wifi router right next to you at work or school. RadiaFence is the
answer.
It’s a free-standing, semi-transparent microwave barrier that you
can put almost anywhere you need. It blocks most of the radiation
emitted in one direction by “casting a shadow” (typically 70-90% reduction), while still
allowing the wireless device to work. Like sitting in the shade on a sunny day. Portable,
inexpensive, attractive. And it couldn’t be easier to use. If you like, you can add a
decorative photo or warning sign to change the appearance. Available in 5 styles. Pick the
sizes which meet your needs.
RadiaFence™
Small (Cat. #R754-S) ………. $12.95 (5 x7)
(for cellphones, baby monitors, smaller items)
Vertical (Cat. # R754-V) ……. $13.95 (8W x10H)
Horizontal (Cat. # Q 754-H) … $13.95 (10W x 8H)
(for cordless phones, smaller wifi, laptops)
Jumbo (Cat. # R754-J) …… $34.95 (11W x17H)
(for larger items: microwave ovens, larger wifi, etc)
Angle

Angle (Cat. # R754-A) ……. $15.95 (10W x 7H)
(ideal when you want some wrap around)

WaveCage™
Soften The Impact of Wireless Radiation
Most wireless devices are overpowered
so that their signal reaches way farther
than necessary. And there are times
Box tall
when you want to reduce the strength of
this wireless radiation, but not completely kill the
signal. WaveCage does exactly that. Designed to be “leaky”, it
permits only a fraction of the RF radiation to penetrate. Exposure to
people is reduced (typically 90-99% reduction), and the device usually
still works, but with a more limited range.
Great for when you permanently or temporarily want to
microwave levels without fully turning off the
source. Place it over cellphones, cordless
LockBox
phones, two-way radios, smart devices, even
wifi routers. Sturdy metal. The two larger units
have convenient handle and access holes for
wire and cable pass through. Pick the sizes
which meet your needs.
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(Cat. #R756-B) ……………… $19.95
(Cat. #R755-C) ……………… $23.95
(Cat. #R755-M) …………….. $12.95
(Cat. #R756-L) ………………. $24.95

Toll free in USA: 1-888-537-7363
International: +1-518-608-6479
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(6.3"H x 5.4"W x 10.7"L)
(12.6"H x 5.5"W x 9.6"L)
(5.5"H x 4.5"D)
(3.5"H x 7.8"W x 6"D)
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